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QUESTION: 361 
Which statement is true? 

A. To call the wait() method, a thread must own the lock of the current thread. 
B. To call the join() method, a thread must own the lock of the object on which the call 
is to be made. 
C. To call the wait() method, a thread must own the lock of the object on which the call 
is to be made. 
D. To call the yield() method, a thread must own the lock of the object on which the call 
is to be made. 
E. To call the sleep() method, a thread must own the lock of the object on which the call 
is to be made. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 362 
Which statement is true? 

A. To call the notify() method, a thread must own the lock of the object on which the 
call is to be made. 
B. To call the sleep() method, a thread must own the lock of the current thread.  
C. To call the yield() method, a thread must own the lock of the current thread.  
D. To call the join() method, a thread must own the lock of the current thread.  
E. To call the notify() method, a thread must own the lock of the current thread. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 363 

Click the Exhibit button. 

What is the result? 
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A. finally 
B. Compilation fails.  
C. finally 
exception finished 
D. exception finished 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 364 
Given: 
11. String a = "abc"; 
12. a.concat("def"); 
13. a.concat("ghi"); 
14. System.out.println(a); 
What is the result? 
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A. Compilation fails.  
B. abcdef 
C. The code runs with no output. 
D. abcdefghi 
E. An exception is thrown at runtime.  
F. null 
G. abc 

Answer: G 

QUESTION: 365 
Given: 
12. String s = "good"; 
13. String x = s; 
14. x.toUpperCase(); 
15. Sytstem.out.println("s = " + s + " x = " + x); 
What is the result? 

A. s = good x = good 
B. s = GOOD x = GOOD 
C. s = GOOD x = good 
D. s = good x = GOOD 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 366 

Click the Exhibit button. 

What is the result? 
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A. The code runs with no output. 
B. hello 
C. hello from inner 
D. Compilation fails. 

Answer: D 
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